COLORFUL STAGE!!
BE WARY OF CALORIES!!

AN EXTREMELY TALENTED MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT THAT ADMIRES THE TOP IDOL KANZAKI MIZUKI.

HOSHI-MIYA ICHIGO-CHAN

ALSO, HER MOTHER IS CUTE AND HER LITTLE BROTHER IS AN IDOL OTAKU.

SHE LOVES RICE

HER FAMILY RUNS A BENTOU SHOP

ICHIGO!?

Raan
So fat!!

WHEN SHE TAKES DAYS OFF SHE'LL SOMETIMES GAIN WEIGHT

SHE'S A STRANGE KIND OF CUTE

When the B-Part (afternoon) comes along, she returns to her normal self.
KIRIYA AOI, AN IDOL LOVING IDOL PROFESSOR

WAHH-SO AMAZING

Hurry

Hurry

AOI YOU'RE AMAAAAZING!!

IT'S A RARE ONE!!

MIZUKI-CHAN POSTER IS SO NICE~

I-IT'S FINE!! I'LL FIX IT MY-SELF!!

SURE?

MIZUKI-CHAN

DUMMY

MAIN

FEEL

Ah

AH, IT'S PEELING A BIT

AOI-CHAN LOVES ICHIGO-CHAN

THAT WAS CLOSE...
There are times when you don't call your friends by their nickname.

Don't call me Ran-chan!! Drop the chan!!

Squeeze

Ran-chan!!

Shibuki! Ran, a cool and sexy idol.

That really startled me...

Bapump

MMhm

What?

Ichigo, listen for a sec...

Stop calling me that!!

Quit it!!

The beautiful blade

Stiff

The beautiful blade

Stiff

Her nickname is the beautiful blade.

Just make it ran...

??

The beautiful blade-chan?
There's a reason the top idol is at the top.

The person everyone admires!!

Top idol Kanzaki Mizuki-chan

And checks out the new idol candidates.

Uhm...

Kanzaki?...

That girl is cute!!

But she's a hard worker that participates in the entrance exams.

Mizuki-chan's amazing!!

I know all about it!!

She checks out everyone from the live idols to the idols that plan to make a comeback with a new character.

She loves Ichigo-chan!! She's a bit of a stalker.

Ichigo-chan....!!
There are different types of love!

Otome-chan, you really love cute things huh!!

It's love!!

Mr. Cat, love you~

Arisugawa Otome. She's a slightly strange pop idol.

Yeah!! Popcorn tastes good after all!!

Mr. Cat and Pop'n Popcorn both, love you~

If it's cute then regardless of what it is, love you~!!

Me too! Love you~ Otome-chan!!

Of course, Ichigo-tan too, love you~

Twitch

Twitch

Love you~!!
THE TOP IDOL MAKES NO DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WORK

GOOD EVENING

AOI IS MIZUKI-CHAN'S MANAGER... SO ENVIOUS~

EH? YOU'RE STILL IN YOUR UNIFORM...?

IT'S A NICE EVENING, HUH...

MIZUKI-CHAN?!

THAT WASN'T YOUR IDOL AURA!?

I'M COVERING IT UP WITH ROSE COLON SO NO WORRIES

I WON'T START TO STINK?

AFTER I'VE WORN IT FOR THREE DAYS, THERE ARE PLANS TO MAKE A CHARITY DISPLAY OF IT AT AN AUCTION

I WONDER IF YOU'LL BE ABLE TO MAKE IT WHERE I AM...

I'LL TRY MY BEST!!

SMUG
**MODULATION IS IMPORTANT!**

Ah~ Ichigo-chan's so cute~

Here we go, Hoshimiya!!

Yes!!

I need to separate my work and private life!!

But I'm the top idol!!

Sure... thank you

I'm going to eat this?

Ichigo-chan, you want to eat this?

Yes!!

Being the top idol is tough....!!

Hoshimiya!! Try using a special appeal three times!!

Work

Private
BEING ABLE TO SEE THROUGH THINGS IS ESSENTIAL!

KIRAKI-RATTER?

YEAH!!

MMHM~

RESPONDING WITH POEMS!? SO CREEPY!!

THE STARS ARE PRETTY TONIGHT, AREN'T THEY? IT'S AS IF THEY'RE DROPS OF THE MOON

GOOD MORNING, EVEN IF YOU CAN'T SEE IT, THE MOON IS STILL SHINY

DO YOU LIKE THE MOON, HOSHIMIYA-SAN? LOVE IT

BOTH TWO ARE LIKE THE MOON

HEY AOI, THIS "MOON-SAN" PERSON LISTENS TO EVERYTHING I HAVE TO SAY

THAT'S A STALKER!! ICHIGO!!

SEEMS LIKE THEY KNOW EVERYTHING I DO TOO!!

IT'S NOT CREEPY~

IT'S CREEPY!!

MOON-SAN

Am I popular?

NO, NO!!

THAT'S NOT TRUE~ IT'S A FAN~

ICHIGO-CHAN...
IF PULLING DOESN'T WORK, TRY PUSHING!

DO YOU WANT YURIKA-SAMA TO SUCK YOUR BLOOD THAT BADLY?

CATCH-PHRASE

TODDY YURIKA-CHAN, A VAMPIRE COMPLETELY CHANGED INTO AN IDOL

EH...? WHAT IS THAT SUPPOSED TO MEAN...?

I DON'T MIND IF IT'S YOU, YURIKA-CHAN!!

WHOOSH

BADUMP

BADUMP

I want to try becoming a vampire!!

YEAH!! I WANT YOU TO SUCK MINE!!

EH!?

AH... WHAT!? 5... STOOOP ~!!

IF YOU'RE NOT GOING TO SUCK MINE THEN I'LL SUCK YOURS!!

SHE'S WEAK TO AD-LIB AND BEING PUSHED

AAAAAHHH

SMOOCH
HOW YOU SHOULD FEEL ABOUT SOMETHING IS UP TO YOU!

YAY! I'M HAPPY!!

OF COURSE IT IS!!

YOUR HAIR-STYLE'S SO CUTE, YURIKA-CHAN~

A CHOCOLATE CORNET!?

IT LOOKS LIKE A CHOCOLATE CORNET SO IT LOOKS TASTY!!

THAT'S DISGUSTING!!

A TURBAN SHELL!?

Ichigo, you're drooling!!!

In here!! It's all windy

SWISH

SWISH

OH, AND IT ALSO LOOKS LIKE THE INSIDE OF A TURBAN SHELL!!

IS THIS SOMETHING TO BE HAPPY ABOUT....?

YURIKA-CHAN, YOU'RE SO CUTE!!
FRIENDS ARE FAMILY!

IF YOU EAT THAT MUCH YOU'LL GAIN WEIGHT

DELICIOUS~

EVEN IF YOU GET FAT, OTOME WILL STILL LOVE YOU~

FA-TH-ER TYPE

MAKE SURE YOU EXERCISE PROPERLY

AL-RIGHT~

IDOL TYPE

EHE HE~

THANK YOU EVERYONE~

Mizuki-san's here again!!

STALKER TYPE

SHE'S CUTE TODAY TOO
IT'S NATURAL TO BE ON TOP OF YOUR FRIEND'S FUTON!

AH... IS THIS...ICHIGO'S LEFTOVER DROOL?

COULD ICHIGO HURRY UP AND COME BACK ALREADY? I'M TIRED OF WAITING.

I CAN'T!! THAT'S NOT CALM AT ALL!!

WHAT SHOULD I DO...!? I WONDER IF IT'D BE OKAY IF I SNIFFED IT A BIT...!?

I'M BACK!!

HOLD!

BUT IF IT'S JUST FOR A BIT...

SURE!! THANKS FOR EVERYTHING.

I'LL CHANGE YOUR PILLOWCASE FOR YOU!!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, AOI?

NO... THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING, ICHIGO.
This isn't calm at all... Aah... Sniff Sniff Sniff Aah
IT'S BEST FOR A MAIDEN TO HAVE MANY SECRETS

NO, I DON'T REALLY...

IT'S EASY~ I'LL DO YOURS FOR YOU

OTOME, HOW DO YOU DO YOUR HAIR?

TIE IT UP IN TWO AT THE ENDS

THIS KIND OF MAKES ME HAPPY...

YOU DIVIDE YOUR HAIR INTO TWO PARTS~

EH!? WHAT DID YOU JUST SAY!!??

AND THEN PUT THE HAIR INTO THE PAPER CUPS THAT YOU PUT HAIR STYLING PRODUCT INTO AND PLACE THEM ON YOUR HEAD!!

THANKS... YOU'RE SO CUTE, RAN-CHAN~

I KIND OF LOST YOU THERE SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE BUT...

WE'RE MATCHING! LOVE YOU~!!

YEP~ AND WHEN YOU TAKE IT OFF IT'S COMPLETE!
GOOD MANNERS, EVEN BETWEEN FRIENDS

QUIT IT WITH THE CHAN!!

RAN-CHAN!!

ICHIGO!! RAN'S OUR SENPAI IN THE WORLD OF SHOW BUSINESS... SHE'S OUR PAISEN! WATCH YOURSELF!!

STOP !!!!

Don't correct yourself

I'M SORRY RAN-CHAN-SAN

THAT'S COMPLETELY OUT OF CHARACTER!!

FOR REALS!!

STIFF

RAN-PAISEN YOU'RE SERIOUSLY AMAZING!!

I'M GLAD TOO BUT PLEASE KEEP THINGS REASONABLE...

I'M GLAD WE COULD BECOME FRIENDS, RAN

I should share this info on Kirakiratter!!

RAN'S A BIT SELFISH, HUH? RARE INFO GET!!
EVERYONE PERCEIVES THINGS DIFFERENTLY!

There's always one vacant seat in my class.

But Hikari-chan goes around all of Japan so sometimes I don't get to see her.

That seat belongs to Minowa Hikari-chan, a popular idol on the net.

That sounds like a good idea. I'm sure Hikari-chan would be happy too!

...It seems kind of lonely so should I decorate it with something?

Welcome back, Hikari-chan!

Eh!? Am I being bullied?!!

Long time no see, everyone~!!
珠月（みづき）まやです！

いやー！大好きなアイカツ！本です！
アニメスキですね！
CGも進化してるんで
毎週楽しみです

最初から見ていたのですが
いちごちゃん可愛すぎ！！

ゲームもちゃんと始めたのですが
1、2、3とコンプリートして
一時期は東京6位ぐらいでいってしまいましたが
全国だと40位くらい？
はりきってしまいました。

でも廢人じゃないよ！
ではまた！
ミュンヒハウゼン症候群
Colorful Stage
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